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Abstract
In this paper, we target refining the boundaries in high
resolution images given low resolution masks. For memory
and computation efficiency, we propose to convert the regions of interest into strip images and compute a boundary
prediction in the strip domain. To detect the target boundary, we present a framework with two prediction layers.
First, all potential boundaries are predicted as an initial
prediction and then a selection layer is used to pick the target boundary and smooth the result. To encourage accurate
prediction, a loss which measures the boundary distance in
the strip domain is introduced. In addition, we enforce a
matching consistency and C0 continuity regularization to
the network to reduce false alarms. Extensive experiments
on both public and a newly created high resolution dataset
strongly validate our approach.

1. Introduction
Boundary detection is a well-studied problem and fundamental for human recognition [29, 9]. Recent decades
have witnessed considerable effort to improve the boundary
quality of an object that has been detected [42, 36, 33, 19,
38, 49, 16, 23, 43] or segmented [11, 35, 25, 7, 18]. Consequently, it is not difficult to separate object of interests from
backgrounds with precise boundaries utilizing these methods. While current learning based boundary detection algorithms are usually computed on low resolution (LR) images
(0.04-0.25 million pixels), most photos taken these days are
much larger, ranging from cell phone size (8-16 million
pixels) to professional camera size (16-400 million pixels).
Most methods are not designed for images of this size and
the excessive computation they require, and most machine
learning based methods cannot process them due to memory constraints. Given a precise low resolution prediction, a
workaround would be to directly apply upsampling to reach
high resolution (HR). Nevertheless, this usually yields poor
quality results because the semantic contents in the HR image are not considered. (See Figure 1.)
Most research in boundary detection focuses on improving the boundary quality in LR through introducing
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Figure 1. Concept overview. The example is from the newly created PixaHR dataset. Given low resolution mask and high resolution image on the left, a bilinear upsampling with scale factor 16×
would results in boundary misalignment in high resolution image,
as is shown in the enlarged boundary region on the right. Also, the
new details in high resolution would be missed.

more semantic information [2, 46, 27] or human interaction [23, 26, 44, 25, 7]. While there has been some
work on HR semantic segmentation [12, 48] and upsampling [41, 47], there is less focus on accurately capturing
the boundary detail in HR. Instead of treating this problem
as an upsampling problem, we treat it as boundary detection
and harness the contents in HR images for prediction.
To this end, we propose a novel approach to handle
boundary refinement in HR images. (See Figure 2.) Our key
idea is to allow the power of deep learning methods to be
applied to HR images in a time and memory efficient manner by operating on narrow images made up of pixels near
the boundary. Given an accurate LR mask, the boundary in
HR is likely in proximity to the upsampled LR boundary.
(See Figure 1.) Therefore, to save memory and computation, we propose to search for the target boundary in a strip
region near the boundary of the upsampled mask. The strip
image is formed by sampling pixels along and normal to
the upsampled mask boundary. Since the normals may not
be smooth due to inaccurate boundaries in the upsampled
mask, we represent the LR boundary with a spline approximation and directly treat the orthogonal derivatives of the
upsampled spline as the normal directions. Feeding as input the generated strip images, we train a network to firstly
predict all potential boundaries. Based on the initial prediction, an additional selection layer is included to predict
the target boundary more accurately. To encourage closer
prediction and reduce false positives, we propose loss functions to minimize the boundary distance between the pre110558
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Figure 2. Framework. To save memory and computation, we predict the boundary in a strip image instead of the whole image. First, the
strip image is extracted from the HR image and corresponding LR mask. Feeding the strip image as input, the network predicts all potential
boundaries (denoted as “x”) and passes the initial prediction to a selection layer (denoted as “m”) to pursue more accurate prediction on
the target boundary (denoted as “s”). The numbers are indicator to the losses displayed on the right. Orange and green curves denote the
ground truth and prediction, respectively. Note that the strip image and prediction are rotated 90 degree for visualization.

diction and ground truth in the strip image and to encourage
C0 continuity in the prediction. Lastly, we pursue consistent results through matching the prediction under different
strip sizes to further boost the performance.
To validate our approach, we create a new PixaHR
dataset (see Figure 1 for image example) consisting of 100
photos with average resolution 7k × 7k and evaluate our approach up to scale factor 32×. Results on DAVIS 2016 and
COCO coarse annotations also show our ability to refine
coarse boundary annotations.
In a nutshell, our contribution is three-fold. 1) We propose an approach to predict the boundary in a strip image which converts potential boundary regions into a strip
space. This approach allows us to apply neural networks
in a computationally and memory efficient manner. 2) To
improve performance and encourage closer prediction, we
propose novel losses including boundary distance, matching and C0 continuity loss. 3) We create a high resolution
dataset for evaluation. To the best of our knowledge, we are
the first learning based approach to make HR dense boundary refinement with resolution up to 10k × 10k. Extensive
experiments on both public and the new PixaHR dataset
strongly highlight our effectiveness.

2. Related Work
Boundary Refinement. Multiple attempts have been made
to improve boundary quality through extracting better features [42, 45, 27, 2, 14]. Xie et al. [42] utilize features from
multiple layers and fuse both low and high level features to
detect edges. Liu et al. [27] explore rich convolutional features to boost the performance. More related, attention has
been taken to refine coarse boundary predictions or annotations [46, 2]. Conventional methods like dense Conditional
Random Fields (CRF) [22], Graph Cuts [8] model the re-

lationship between nearby pixels and thus can be applied
to refine LR masks [24]. However, these are segmentation
based and only low-level features have been utilized. With
more supervision, Yu et al. [46] propose to simultaneously
learn and align edges to refine misaligned boundaries directly. Acuna et al. [2] further improve the performance by
introducing a thinning layer and active alignment strategy
to obtain refined boundary. These methods mainly explore
edge detection in LR images. In contrast, we tackle HR
boundary refinement and apply detection only on regions
around upsampled LR boundary splines and thus is more
memory and computation efficient.
Active Contours. Active contour models like Snakes [19]
have been introduced to refine boundaries from coarse ones.
Various approaches have been explored to handle the limitation of Snakes through, e.g., better initialization, morphological operation [4] or user interaction [23]. Since our
method also refines the curve upsampled from LR mask,
we can benefit from these methods and refine the boundary
further. Instead of taking the whole image as input, deep
active contour [34] learns to predict the flow of boundary
pixels in a patch by patch fashion. However, it cannot guarantee a continuous boundary prediction. Instead, our approach directly extracts a consecutive boundary region and
thus contains more global information. Rather than predict
the entire curve, other works have explored predicting control points [10, 3, 26] through recurrent neural networks or
Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) [20] and then fit a
curve as the final prediction. However, boundary details are
smoothed in the spline representation. In contrast, our approach predicts precise edge information directly. Another
line of work implicitly represents boundary curves. For example, deep level set methods [30] evolve boundary curves
by minimizing the level energy function. Other learning
based approaches [28, 13, 39] have proposed to provide
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useful features, including texture, color or shape, for better optimization. However, these learning based approaches
suffer from computation and memory issues when the resolution increases because they process the entire image while
our approach only focuses on the regions around upsampled LR boundaries, and thus requires less computation and
memory overhead.
High Resolution Up-sampling. With the information of
low resolution masks, researchers have focused on achieving high quality HR segmentation masks. Conventional
methods [21, 6] reach HR by applying upsampling jointly
with the LR mask reference. However, the fixed filter structures have difficulty capturing new HR boundary details.
He et al. [17] propose guided filtering to smooth while preserving edge information when upsampling. Wu et al. [41]
make the guided filter faster and learnable. For HR segmentation approaches, Zhao et al. [48] propose to aggregate
LR features for HR segmentation and Chen et al. [12] align
both global and local features to avoid heavy GPU consumption for HR segmentation. Even though these methods can be potentially adapted to boundary refinement, our
method mainly focuses on boundary regions and is designed
to detect boundaries in HR directly. Therefore, our approach learns new HR boundaries better, especially when
LR boundaries are coarsely annotated.

3. Approach
Our goal lies in refining boundaries in HR images given
LR precise masks. To achieve this purpose efficiently, we
propose to predict on a strip image that captures the potential boundary region rather than the entire HR image. Figure 2 illustrates our framework. Our approach consists of
strip image creation, which converts HR RGB image into
strip image, strip boundary prediction, which refines the
edges on the strip image using a network and strip reconstruction which reconstructs the prediction in the original
image from the strip boundary prediction during testing.

3.1. Strip Image Creation
Figure 3 describes the procedure of strip image creation.
Due to the interpolation introduced by upsampling, a directly upsampled boundary from the LR image is likely to
be shifted from the ground truth boundary in HR. To localize the real HR boundary pixels, searching around the
upsampled boundary is more necessary than searching the
whole image. Therefore, we extract pixels near the upsampled boundary to create a strip image. To create the strip
image, we step along the boundary and sample points along
the normal direction at each point on the curve. To obtain
smoothly varying normal directions along the coarse boundary, we represent the LR boundary by B-spline and upsample the LR spline to HR.
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Figure 3. Strip image creation. To generate strip image, B-spline
representation of the contour in the LR mask is upsampled to HR
as a coarse boundary. The HR region along the normal direction
(e.g., red and green arrows) of the contour is then extracted. Finally, the strip image and corresponding boundary ground truth is
obtained by flattening the extracted region in both the HR image
and mask. Note that the final boundary filters out noisy boundaries (e.g., the red box region) from the initial boundary. The strip
image and boundaries are rotated 90 degree for visualization.

Given the HR image I(p, q) and the upsampled spline
representation C = (p(k), q(k)) of the boundary contour,
where (p(k), q(k)) denotes the HR image coordinates parameterized by arclength k along the curve, the continuous
strip image JI,C is defined by
JI,C (k, t+H/2) = I(p(k)+t×np (k), q(k)+t×nq (k)), (1)
where t denotes the distance in the normal direction, H denotes the height of the strip image, and (np (k), nq (k)) is
the unit normal to the curve at arclength k. Accordingly,
the strip image JI,C (j, i) with dimension H × W is obtained by sampling k = j × dk, t = i × dt, where tangential
step size dk = ⌊|C|/W ⌋ and normal step size dt is set to 1
for simplicity. |C| denotes the length of C, j = 0, 1, ..., W
and i = −H/2, ..., 0, ..., H/2. Also, bilinear interpolation
is applied in the high resolution image to evaluate I(p, q)
for non-pixel coordinates (p, q).
The corresponding HR strip boundary ground truth is obtained similarly with two adaptations. First, for large sampling scale factors, the ground truth boundary is likely to
be outside the range of the strip if the strip height is small,
making the boundary in strip image not continuous. We add
labels at the border of strip if no boundary pixel is included
to maintain the C0 continuity of the boundary pixels in the
strip image. Second, if the strip height is large, multiple
boundary pixels might be included in each column in regions where the boundaries are closer than the strip height.
In this case, we filter out the extraneous boundaries that are
not connected to the current boundary. (See Figure 3.)

3.2. Strip Boundary Prediction
Provided the HR strip image as input, we train a network
to predict the corresponding boundaries within the strip
domain. For memory efficiency, we adapt light-weighted
encoder-decoder based structure nested U-Net [32, 50] for
boundary prediction. Given the fact that proper dimension
10560

of strip image varies for different resolutions, we use instance normalization [37] during training so that the mean
and variance are approximated per image.
As is shown in Figure 2, two prediction layers are proposed to learn the target boundary in strip image to account
for the fact that multiple true boundaries may be present in a
single column of the strip image. Firstly, we extract the last
upsampling layer to predict all potential boundaries. This
encourages the network to learn boundary features within
the strip image. To predict the target boundary, we add a
learnable selection layer to pick up the target boundary from
potential boundaries. The input to the selection layer is the
initial prediction, and we apply column-wise softmax to the
output of the selection layer as a confidence score for the
initial prediction. Finally, the target boundary is computed
by the multiplication between the initial prediction and the
selection score. The selection layer also smooths the initial
prediction, analogous to the non-maximum suppression in
Canny edge detection [9]. Formally,
s = x ⊙ m,

(2)

where ⊙ denotes pixel-wise multiplication, s denotes the final prediction, x denotes the initial prediction which applies
Sigmoid activation to the output of the last upsampling layer
and m is the softmax activated output of the selection layer.

3.3. Loss Function
Our basic loss function for the initial and final boundary
prediction is a weighted l1 loss to differentiate the boundary
from non-boundary pixels. Formally,
X
X
Le = β
|yij − sij | + (1 − β)
|yij − sij |, (3)
(i,j)∈Y+

(i,j)∈Y−

where Y+ and Y− denote boundary and non-boundary pixels, respectively. β = |Y− |/|Y | denotes the weight to balance the label and |Y | denotes the total number of pixels in
strip mask. sij denotes the prediction and yij denotes the
binary ground truth at position (i, j) in the strip image.
In addition, we adapt Dice loss [40] to boundary prediction to encourage intersection between prediction and
ground truth:
P
2 sij × yij + ǫ
P
Ldice = 1 − P
,
(4)
sij + yij + ǫ

and dice loss are not sensitive to the distance from prediction to ground truth. Therefore, we introduce a boundary distance loss to measure the average distance between
the predicted boundary and the ground truth to encourage
closer prediction. Thanks to the strip domain which maps
the regions along the normal direction in every column, the
boundary distance can be calculated directly through the
difference between the prediction and ground truth. Given
the prior that only one boundary pixel exists in each column
in the final strip mask, the boundary distance at every column can be measured by calculating the argmax difference
at every column between the prediction and ground truth.
Since argmax function is not differentiable, we approximate
it through soft argmax before calculating the boundary distance and formulate the loss as
W
1 X
| softarg(sij ) − arg max(yij )|,
Ld =
W j=1
i
i

(5)

where W is the width of strip mask and the soft argmax in
each column (normal direction) is computed as

H 
X
|sij |
softarg(sij ) =
×i ,
(6)
||Sj ||1
i
i=1
where ||Sj ||1 is the l1 normalization of sij at column j.
Since the final prediction sij encourages a unimodal distribution according to Equation 2, this loss enforces the
column-wise maximum activation of the final prediction to
match with that in ground truth.
3.3.2

Matching Loss

Since the strip height is fixed during training, to introduce
variance and avoid overfitting on specific strip height, we
augment the data through cropping the strip height. Starting from a large height, we crop the strip to a shorter one
and make a new prediction. For consistency, the overlapped
regions between original and the cropped strip should have
the same initial prediction since all potential boundaries are
predicted. Formally, we take a l1 loss between the cropped
and original initial prediction to calculate the matching loss,
X
1
|x′ij − xij |,
(7)
Lm =
|Ycrop |
(i,j)∈Ycrop

where ǫ denotes a small constant to avoid zero division. The
loss aims to maximize the intersection over union between
the prediction and ground truth.

where Ycrop is the cropped region of original mask Y and
x′ij is the new initial prediction for the cropped strip image.
In addition, this loss also helps the network learn to ignore
spurious edges detected near the border of the strip.

3.3.1

3.3.3

Boundary Distance Loss

For boundary prediction, a closer prediction to the boundary ground truth is preferred. However, both weighted l1

C0 Continuity Regularization

Additionally, we add a C0 continuity regularization to the
final prediction to enforce a continuous prediction. Ideally,
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at most one boundary pixel is allowed at every column in
the final prediction, so the prediction is C0 continuous if
the maximum activated position of every column is C0 continuous. Specifically, we compute the soft argmax of every column, calculate a marginal difference between nearby
argmax columns and penalize the position within a window
size where prediction becomes discontinuous. Formally,
W

1 X
P (max(0,| softarg(sij )−softarg(si,j+1 )|−v)),
LC0=
W j=1
i
i
(8)
where v denotes the margin value and P denotes the maxpooling with a fixed kernel size so that all pixels within the
range get penalized. siW +1 is replicated by si1 for calculation. This loss serves as a self regularization as no ground
truth label is required.
The total loss function is therefore,
Ltotal = Le + Ldice + λ1 Ld + λ2 Lm + λ3 LC0 ,

(9)

where λ1 , λ2 , λ3 are hyper-parameters to adjust the weight
of each loss. Le is applied to both the initial and final prediction. Lm is only applied to the initial prediction and
Ldice , Ld , LC0 are applied only to the final prediction. With
the total loss function, a closer prediction is preferred and
the network draws attention to the target boundaries.

3.4. Strip Reconstruction
To make a prediction on the HR image, a mapping between the predicted strip boundaries and the full HR mask
is required at inference. For every pixel in the strip image,
the corresponding coordinates in the HR image are recorded
for reconstruction. Given the raw prediction, we optimize
the path with a dynamic programming similar to seam carving [5] and find the path with minimum energy. We minimize the function
|∂I(i, j)|
,
(10)
Eij = −sij −
max(|∂I|)
where |∂I(i, j)| denotes the magnitude of the image gradients at (i, j). The algorithm searches for the energy cost for
neighborhood pixels and finds the path with a minimum energy cost, which indicates the boundary path with the highest probability. We then connect the original coordinates of
the final path in the full mask to form the full prediction.
At inference, the flexible input dimension of our framework enables different strip sizes for different images. Benefitting from it, we determine the width of strip, which reflects the number of sampling points along the boundary,
by multiplying the LR boundary length with the scale factor. We fix the height of strip with the assumption that all
target boundaries are involved, and an adaptive height adjustment strategy is also discussed in Section 4.6. For objects containing multiple contours due to complex topology,
the prediction is made on each contour separately.

3.5. Implementation Details
We generate the spline curve efficiently from the binary
mask using the scipy function ‘splprep’ after extracting contours. To guarantee a consistent sign for the normals, we extract strip images from closed contours. The starting point
of strip is not deterministic so that no bias is introduced
in training. The final ground truth strip boundary mask is
obtained by taking the gradient of the ground truth segmentation mask after removing any isolated noisy boundaries.
Additionally, we randomly add small shifts to the spline
representation to introduce position variation of the target
boundary in strip image during training. Our framework is
implemented in Pytorch. The encoder consists of 4 3 × 3
convolutional layers and the decoder consists of 4 upsampling layers. The selection layer consists of another convolutional layer with 3 × 3 kernel size. The activation function
is ReLU [15] for all encoder and decoder layers. We use instance normalization for all normalization layers to enable
flexible input size at inference. During training, the input
strip dimension is fixed as 80 × 4096. We train the network
for 70 epochs with batch size 6 on an NVIDIA GeForce TITAN P6000. We use Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) as
optimizer and the initial learning rate is 0.1. The learning
rate decays by a factor of 10 after every 20 epochs. The momentum is set to 0.9 and weight decay is set to 0.0005. λ1 ,
λ2 and λ3 are set to be 0.1, 20 and 1 empirically. We crop
strip image by half to obtain Ycrop for matching loss and
the maxpooling kernel size for C0 continuity regularization
is 11. The margin in C0 continuity regularization is set to 1.
Horizontal flipping is applied as data augmentation.

4. Experiments
We evaluate our approach on two HR datasets which
provide both low and high resolution ground truth in Section 4.2, and then analyze the importance of each components in our framework in Section 4.3. We also provide
memory and speed comparison in Section 4.4.

4.1. Datasets and Metrics
For our experiments, we need a dataset with highly accurate pixel-level HR annotation. Unfortunately, most current datasets are low resolution and many provide inaccurate polygon boundaries as ground truth annotations. We
found DAVIS [31] to provide accurate enough results with
a resolution that is usable for our needs. To better evaluate the results at large scaling factors, we introduce a new
dataset—PixaHR. We describe these datasets below.
DAVIS 2016 [31]: A benchmark for video segmentation
which consists of 50 classes with precise annotations in both
480P and 1080P. To enlarge the scale factor, we down sample the 480P mask by a factor of 2, train our approach on the
30-class 1080P training set with 240P LR masks and test on
10562

Dataset

DAVIS 2016 [31] 4×

PixaHR 8×

PixaHR 16×

PixaHR 32×

Metrics

F (0 pix)

F (1 pix)

F (1 pix)

F (2 pix)

F (1 pix)

F (2 pix)

F (1 pix)

F (2 pix)

Bilinear Upsampling
Grabcut [33]
Dense CRF [22]
Bilateral Solver [6]
Curve-GCN [26]
DELSE [39]
STEAL [2]
JBU [21]
Guided Filtering [17]
Deep GF [41]
U-Net boundary

0.171
0.232
0.268
0.274
0.076
0.271
0.171
0.175
0.129
0.193
0.320

0.521
0.541
0.702
0.569
0.160
0.531
0.348
0.447
0.349
0.461
0.656

0.116
0.063
0.278
0.207
0.021
0.096
0.282
0.140
0.121
0.286
0.170

0.194
0.121
0.434
0.277
0.033
0.133
0.457
0.231
0.195
0.420
0.297

0.15
0.020
0.245
0.185
0.018
0.086
0.151
0.117
0.092
0.175
0.139

0.187
0.053
0.389
0.247
0.028
0.132
0.255
0.184
0.145
0.269
0.197

0.07
0.0
0.142
0.156
0.012
0.080
0.09
0.055
0.060
0.09
0.068

0.106
0.0
0.227
0.216
0.028
0.130
0.144
0.090
0.097
0.141
0.108

U-Net strip (baseline)
Ours

0.303
0.423

0.710
0.788

0.334
0.416

0.455
0.508

0.303
0.396

0.425
0.498

0.267
0.330

0.357
0.447

Table 1. Boundary-based F score comparison. The scale factor between low and high resolution image is 4 on DAVIS 2016 and 8, 16, 32
on PixaHR. For DAVIS 2016, the pixel dilation is 0 and 1 and for PixaHR is 1 and 2 instead.

20-class 1080P testing set. The scale factor is 4.5 for this
experiment. The results are evaluated frame by frame.
PixaHR: To evaluate more realistic scenarios, we create a
PixaHR dataset. It contains 100 images with average resolution 7k×7k (ranging from 5k×5k to 10k×10k) collected
from public photograph website Pixabay [1]. We manually
annotate the object boundary in the HR images, downsample the HR mask by 8×, 16× and 32× and obtain binary LR
mask for evaluation. The photos were uploaded by public
users and have diverse contents. We apply our model that
was trained on DAVIS to this dataset for evaluation.
Metrics: We use boundary-based F score introduced by
Perazzi et al. [31] for evaluation, which is designed to evaluate the boundary quality of segmentation. As it allows
changing pixel tolerance by dilation, we set 0 and 1 pixel
dilation on DAVIS, and 1 and 2 pixel on PixaHR dataset to
measure how close the prediction is to the ground truth.

4.2. Main Results
For upsampling based approaches, we compare our approach with Bilinear Upsampling, Bilateral Solver [6],
Joint Bilateral Upsampling [21] (JBU), Guided Filtering [17] and Deep GF [41]. The boundary is obtained
by taking the gradient of the upsampled mask. For boundary refinement approaches, we compare with Grabcut [33],
Dense CRF [22] and STEAL [2] using upsampled mask as
initialization. For active contour methods, the baselines are
Curve-GCN [26] and DELSE [39], and predictions on PixaHR are made in LR and upsampled to original resolution
since the whole boundary region is required at inference.
Learning based approaches are trained or fine-tuned on the
training set of DAVIS and evaluated directly on all datasets.
More details about baselines are provided in supplementary material. In addition, we also compare our own im-

plemented baselines as below:
• U-Net boundary: We train U-Net directly on the full
resolution images on DAVIS for boundary prediction. We
concatenate both the full resolution image and upsampled
masks as input so that the network learns to refine the coarse
masks. The loss function is a weighted binary cross entropy
following Xie et al. [42]. Similarly, we also add deep supervision and fuse all intermediate layers to obtain the final prediction. The prediction is made patch-by-patch with
patch size 1920 × 1080 on PixaHR dataset.
• U-Net strip (baseline): Our baseline method which
learns to directly predict the target boundary on strip image.
Only weighted l1 loss is used as loss function.
• Ours: Our full model which applies selection layer to
predict the boundary in strip images with our boundary distance loss, matching loss and C0 continuity regularization.
Table 1 exhibits our advantage over the baselines. For
the DAVIS dataset, a simple upsampling yields a boundary
shift from the ground truth and thus performs poorly. Grabcut and dense CRF are segmentation based and thus yield
worse performance than ours. Even though other methods including bilateral solver, JBU and Deep GF leverage
the low resolution mask, they are designed for general upsampling instead of for boundary refinement and prediction. Curve-GCN fits the curve from the predicted control points which cannot generate as precise a boundary as
ours. DELSE moves the contour along the gradient of its
energy function, but is less robust than our approach which
predicts the target boundary pixels. Additionally, our approach outperforms STEAL as the scale factor increases,
indicating the active alignment in STEAL may not be accurate enough for pixel-level boundary prediction. Compared
with U-Net boundary, predicting the boundary in strip image (U-Net strip) yields a slightly better performance, per10563

Dataset

DAVIS 2016

PixaHR 16×

Dataset

PixaHR 32×

Metrics

F (0 pix)

F (1 pix)

Metrics

F (1 pix)

U-Net strip
0.303
0.303
U-Net strip dice
0.323
0.320
U-Net strip dice+ selection
0.372
0.328
U-Net strip dice+selection+BD
0.390
0.342
Our w/o matching
0.405
0.365
Ours
0.423
0.396
Table 2. Ablation analysis on two datasets. Each entry is the
boundary-based F score tested on individual dataset.
Methods

Memory (MB)

Speed (s/image)

Bilinear Upsampling
0.01/0.02
Grabcut [33]
5.17/320
3.22/310
Dense CRF [22]
Bilateral Solver [6]
4.18/158
JBU [21]
0.08/5.71
Guided filtering [17]
0.08/16.1
0.07/3.95
Deep GF [41]
STEAL [2]
7775/7959
43.1/4231
17330/17330
0.93/75.2
Curve-GCN [26]
DELSE [39]
17771/17771
1.02/20.4
U-net boundary
17000/17000
0.31/24.5
Ours
3300/3300
0.28/2.51
Table 3. Memory and speed comparison. Each entry is the memory
or speed on DAVIS 2016/PixaHR dataset. We only compare the
memory usage among learning-based approaches.

haps because the strip image narrows down the search space
for target boundary. As expected, with our selection layer
and proposed losses, we boost the performance further by
better determining the target boundaries from other potential boundaries. A similar tendency is observed on PixaHR
dataset. Note that in large scale factor 32, most of the methods fail to make close predictions to the ground truth while
our method still has a relatively stable performance.

4.3. Ablation Analysis
We analyze the importance of each component in our
framework as listed below:
• U-Net strip dice: Adding dice loss to the baseline.
• U-Net strip dice + selection: Adding dice loss and selection layer to the baseline.
• U-Net strip dice + selection + BD: Adding dice, boundary distance loss and selection layer to the baseline.
• Ours w/o matching: Adding additional C0 regularization. It is our full model without the matching loss.
Table 2 summarizes the comparison result. Starting from
our baseline U-Net strip, adding dice loss encourages more
intersection with the ground truth boundary and thus yields
better performance. Comparing U-Net strip + dice with
U-Net strip + dice + selection, the selection layer boosts
the performance on DAVIS by a large margin, indicating
it effectiveness in suppressing the noisy boundaries and

Ours
0.330
Ours adaptive 1 segment
0.353
Ours adaptive 2 segments
0.365
Table 4. Strip height selection comparison on PixaHR 32×.

smoothing the final prediction. Also, with the boundary
distance loss the network learns to have closer prediction.
With C0 regularization (Ours w/o matching), the network
filters out false positive boundaries by making a continuous
prediction. Finally, the performance further improves with
the matching loss because the network makes a consistent
prediction over different strip heights to avoid overfitting.

4.4. Memory and Speed Comparison
Since we only extract a strip image for prediction, our
approach is efficient in both memory and computation. Table 3 compares our memory overhead and speed performance with baselines. Over all, our computation and memory requirement is relatively small. Our memory requirement is smaller than other learning based approaches. Note
that for U-Net boundary and STEAL, the prediction on PixaHR is made patch-by-patch due to the high resolution.
More specifically, the main computation in our approach
lies in strip reconstruction. e.g., for a 1920 × 1080 DAVIS
image with around 3200 pixels along the boundary, our strip
image creation takes 0.08s, prediction process takes 0.06s
and the strip reconstruction takes 0.14s. A similar computation percentage is observed on PixaHR also.

4.5. Qualitative Results
We show visualization comparisons in Figure 4. It is
clear that our approach produces more accurate boundariers than the other methods. To further show the effectiveness of our approach on refining the boundaries given LR
or coarse masks, we provide qualitative results on COCO
where only polygonal boundary ground truth is provided.
We directly extract strip image using the coarse annotation
on COCO, and visualize the prediction in Figure 5. Comparing with other approaches, our method provides more
accurate boundaries, indicating the potential application of
our approach to help refine the coarse boundaries. For more
visualization results, please see supplementary material.

4.6. Strip Height Adaptation
We predict the target boundary in the strip image under
the assumption that the target boundary exists within the
pre-defined height range, however, it might not hold true especially for a large scale factor. While one solution is to predefine a larger height for strip image creation, we propose to
progressively increase the height and regenerate strip image
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Dense CRF

STEAL

Ours

Ground
truth

Figure 4. Qualitative results on PixaHR 32×. Rows from top to down are the results of Dense CRF, STEAL, Ours and the Ground truth.
We show the entire boundary (green color) result first and enlarge the blue bounding box region for comparison (boundaries are whitened).

lows variable height for different regions.

5. Conclusion

Figure 5. Qualitative results on COCO. Columns from left to right
are coarse annotation, DELSE [39], STEAL [2] and Ours.

to make new predictions at inference. Specifically, we increase the height of strip image until the summation of the
final prediction score decreases. Furthermore, height adjustment is more flexible by dividing the whole contour into
several segments and adjusting them independently. The results are shown in Table 4. The comparison between Ours
and Ours adaptive 1 segment indicates the effectiveness
to have a flexible height. The performance increases further
when dividing the whole contour into 2 segments which al-

In summary, this paper presents a novel strategy to handle HR boundary refinement computationally and memory
efficiently given LR precise masks. To save memory, we
propose to extract boundary regions along the upsampled
boundary spline to form a strip image and make prediction
within this strip image. To focus on the target boundaries in
strip image, boundary distance, matching loss and C0 continuity regularization have been proposed. Extensive experiments on both public and our newly created dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. However,
the current approach still has difficulty predicting complicated topology and soft boundary regions. A smarter adaptive strip height adjustment for every pixel might be a potential solution, which is left for future research.
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